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QUESTIONS PRESENTED

Question 1: Whether a Court can neglect the legal and statutory 

obligations of an agency to adhere to a signed contract and the 
referenced clauses; by saying the contract was “effectively” completed?

Question 2* Whether a Court can rely on “facts” that are in conflict with 

the testimony of the Contracting Officer?

Question 3*- Whether the Court erred in discounting evidence that the 

Contractor suffered a reprisal for disclosing information about 

violations of law and other conditions that she believed posed a specific 

and substantial danger?

Question 4' Whether “bad faith” entitles a contractor to the lost profits 

of the unexercised option years stipulated in a signed contract?
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IN THE

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI

Petitioner respectfully prays that a writ of certiorari issue to review the judgment below.

OPINIONS BELOW

[ ] For cases from federal courts:

1The opinion of the United States court of appeals appears at Appendix 
the petition and is
[ ] reported at__
[ ] has been designated for publication but is not yet reported; or,
[ ] is unpublished.

to

; or,

The opinion of the United States district court appears at Appendix -3 
the petition and is

to

[ ] reported at ; or,
[ ] has been designated for publication but is not yet reported; or, 
[ 3 is unpublished.

[ ] For cases from state courts:

The opinion of the highest state court to review the merits appears at 
Appendix_____ to the petition and is
t 3 reported at ; or,
[ ] has been designated for publication but is not yet reported; or, 
[ ] is unpublished.

The opinion of the _ 
appears at Appendix

court
to the petition and is

[ ] reported at ; or,
[ ] has been designated for publication but is not yet reported; or, 
[ ] is unpublished.

1.



JURISDICTION

[ ] For cases from federal courts:

The date on which, the United States Court of Appeals decided my case 
was CV 0. T& \\

[ ] No petition for rehearing was timely filed in my case.

[ ] A timely petition for rehearing was denied by the United States Court of 
Appeals on the following date: C\CM "Sti,.
order denying rehearing appears at Appendix .

[ ] An extension of time to file the petition for a writ of certiorari was granted 
to and including _ 
in Application No.

, and a copy of the

(date) on (date)
A

The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28 U. S. C. § 1254(1).

[ ] For cases from state courts:

The date on which the highest state court decided my case was 
A copy of that decision appears at Appendix_______

[ ] A timely petition for rehearing was thereafter denied on the following date: 
---------------------- --------- , and a copy of the order denying rehearing
appeal’s at Appendix

[ ] An extension of time to file the petition for a writ of certiorari was granted
to and including____
Application No. __ A

(date) on (date) in

The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28 U. S. C. § 1257(a).

a.
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Facts of the case

The U.S. Soldier Systems Command (Natick Labs) issues contracts to independent, 

contractors to prepare technical documents to be forwarded to the Defense Logistics 

Agency to procure food for the Military. Catherine Kurkjian was issued Contract 

W911QY-P-014; signed by Mr. Abate on 28 Feb 2012 and Ms. Kurkjian on March 

It included a base year of 838,110 and three exercisable option years at 

37.000 per year. Referenced within the contract are clauses that are enforced with 

the same force of Law as the Contract. Amongst the references arc the Federal 

Acquisition Regulations (FAR). The FAR which had its beginnings in the Armed 

Services Procurement Regulation since 1947. is a substantial and complex set of 

rules governing the federal government’s purchasing process. The purpose of the 

FAR is to publish uniform policies and procedures for federal agencies to follow 

when going through the procurement process These rules provide a consistent yet 

flexible purchasing procedure so that government contracts may be conducted i 

transparent, fair, and impartial manner. Also referenced in the contract is the 

Requirement to inform the contractor of Whistleblower Rights. The plaintiff 

Contractor challenged the authority of the Government to make the decision to 

terminate the contract by ‘'just paying the contract and just saying the contract 

completed". The Plaintiff Contractor appealed to the US Court of Appeals to 

decide if the Board erred in defending the Agency’s breach of the contract by 

improperly terminating the existing contract by using undocumented and

2012.

in
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unsubstantiated performance concerns as a pretext to discharge her without notice 

and deny the “fruits of the Contract”.

. The Board concluded that the Government did not have to adhere to the 

administrative laws, rules, and regulations because the contractor had been paid (or 

at least invoiced for 95% of the work for the base year of the contract. The 

contractor was discharged without notice 7 weeks prior to the delivery date, 

stipulated in the contract. The Court proffered no laws, rules, or regulation giving- 

authority to Natick Lab s to dispose of the contract. Both Courts dispensed of 

evidence that the inspection criteria contained in Government documents, is not in 

compliance with Us Department of Agriculture (USDA)/Food and drug 

administration (FDA), Bacterial Analytical Methods (BAM) which poses a specific 

and substantial danger to the Military food supply. Both Courts dispensed of 

testimony from the Contracting Officer that the contract file contained 

documented evidence to support the Court’s fact finding. To the extent the 

government is asserting that their decision not to exercise the option years was not 

done in bad faith, and instead was based on “appellant’s behavior,” the evidence 

shows that the behavior ’ in question was Kurkjian’s resistance to, and refusal to 

comply with directives issued by employee supervisors that she be believed would 

put military personnel in danger and the hostile work environment that allowed the 

bullying of the technical writers in the Document Preparation Division of the Food 

Engineering Services Department in Combat Feeding.

no
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Plaintiff Contractor was not provided with the requirements that she needed to 

perform, correspondence regarding USDA’s request to increase sample sizes to 

the statistical probability that the food was safe for human consumption 

was withheld from her, and instructions from the new Employee Supervisor was not 

in accordance with USD A guidelines. Plaintiff Contractor suggested two other 

options so that she would not have to follow “inappropriate instructions5’ to change 

the date of a procurement document from 2011 to 2013 without a revision 

review. Kurkjian did not change the date. She wrote a letter to the base 

commander requesting a meeting to discuss her fear that she was getting lined up 

to he rail roared out her job for speaking out about the stress of the hostile work 

environment that she, and others believed, contributed to the death of a federal 

government employee, and her fear that her contract was in jeopardy because of her 

refusal to draw less attention to herself about the conditions of the Base that she 

believed to pose a specific and substantial danger to the soldiers in the field . She 

was warned not to send the letter because it would only get her in trouble. She 

discharged without notice 4 days later. The government refused to provide her 

documentation of the events that occurred on Jan 9, 2013 nor reassurance that she

ensure

or even a

was

any

had nothing to fear in regard to the threat.: You don’t want to do that. Things 

get messy. Think about your family in response to her request to be “officially

teiminated to be provided documentation of the means and date of her departure 

and the turn in

could

slips for her government furnished equipment. Kurkjian exhausted 

all means to resolve the issues but the government refused to provide her with the

€



completed’ to make all the laws an insequia.
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REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION 

This Writ of Certiorari is being submitted because a) the United States Court of 

Appeals has entered a decision in conflict with decisions of the US Supreme Court 

and other Federal courts in the same important matters; b) has so far departed from 

the accepted and usual laws, rules, and regulations governing government contracts

that it requires the supervisory power of this Court; and c) because the court

neglected two compelling facts: 1) citing non-compliant inspection criteria in 

government documents increases the risk of Military personnel being sickened by 

contaminated food, and 2) Since the obligations arising out of a signed contract have 

the force of law between the contracting parties, neglecting the laws will have far 

reaching consequences for all contractors if Court's decide contract 

employer/employee relationship instead of the terms of the contract.

cases based on

Question V Whether! contrary to an individual’s classification as an independent 
contractor, a Court has the authority to neglect the legal and statutory obligations 
ot an Agency to adhere to a signed contract and the referenced clauses 
that the contract was effectively completed?

Th° Court wrote, "We see no error in them Board's conclusion that the base 
year of the contract was Effectively completed.

The error is not in the Court’s “interpretation” of an effective 

completion but in the “conclusion” that that an Agency does not have to adhere to 

the legal and statutory obligations of a signed contract and the laws referenced 

therein.

- by saying

i)

The Board did not interpret the FAR regulations. The Court wrote:

In applying de novo review, however, "we give 'careful consideration and 
great respect'to the Board's legal in interpretations in light of its

Pago 1
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considerable experience in the Geld of government contracts, including its 
experience ininterpreting the FAR.” KCon, Inc. v. Se&y of the Army, 908 
F.3d 719, 724 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (quotingFrwm-Co/Aon Corp. V. United States, 
912 F2d 1426, 1429 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

The Board disposed of the statutory obligation of the FAR by saying that the 

contract was not terminated. The Court upholding the Board’s rationalization that 

^5 7o of the hours being paid vested authority to Government employees to violate 

the terms of the contract and the well settled contract law lacks legal merit. The 

Court’s Decision fails to follow these existing decisions of the US Supreme Court.

a) The Supreme Court made clear We have never applied {Chevron deference} to 
agency litigating positions that are wholly unsupported by regulations, rulings, 
or administrative practices, (That counsel advances a particular statutory 
interpretation during the course of trial does not confer upon that interpretation 
any special legitimacy Id at 212 See also City of Kansas City v. HUD, 923 F.
2nd 188, 192D.C, Cir. 1991)

b) Chevron deference is accorded only when a court Gnds a permissible 
construction “made by the administrator of an agency. Chevron, 467 U.S. at 844. 
Under Chevron step Two, the agency action was not based on a permissible 
interpretation of its enabling statute. The agency acted outside of its compass of 
its delegated authority and the agency's action rests on an impermissible 
construction of its authorizing statute. In such circumstances, the agency's action 
is vacated See, e.g, Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. CT. 2699, 2711 (2015); Am Library 
Assn v. PCC, 406F. 3d689, 708 (D.C Cir. 2005)

c) Furthermore, in determining the breadth of the deference granted to the

agency, the Supreme Court put the brakes on unbridled and excessive deference in

Christopher v. Smith Kline Beecham Corp., 132 S.Ct. 2156 (2012).

Deference is not appropriate when-' it appears that the interpretation is 
nothing more than a “convenient litigating position," or a “‘post hoc 
rationalizationln]’ advanced by an agency seeking to defend past agency 
action against attack. (Citations omitted). Christopher v. Smith Kline 
Beecham Corp. 132 S. Ct. at 2166 -2167 (2012).

3- _Natick Labs did not fulfill the legal and statutory obligations of the contract.
The Court wrote-

Pago 2 of 26
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the Board found that the government fulfilled all of its material obligations to 
Kurkjian under the base year of the contract.

a) Failure to adhere to the terms of Contract W911QY-P-Q194 (Addendum 3)

The plain language of the contract is clear:

Period of Performance: One full year.

Deliverable(s) (stated in terms of contract tasks, not hours):

□ Distribute, coordinate and reply to requests for Engineering Support requests 
needed on or before their due date with 100% accuracy.
□ Convert raw technical and packaging requirements received from CFD project 
managers/food technologists and industry into formal procurement documents 
(PCR, MIL'DTL or MIL'PRF, or PKG&QAP) with 100% accuracy in the current 
established format using Microsoft Word.
□ Coordinate documents with all applicable government agencies and industry, 
resolve comments received with FEST and CFD project managers/food 
technologists.
□ Prepare reply to comments document to send out to government and industry for 
each specification.
□ Set up and maintain an organized project folder, historical folder and active folder 
for each specification prepared.
□Set up and maintain electronic files in accordance with FEST established 
procedures.

as

DELIVERY INFORMATION 
0001 POP 28-FEB-2012 TO 26-FEB-2013 
0002 POP 27-FEB-2012 TO 26-FEB-2013 
0003 POP 28-FEB-2014 TO 27-FEB-2015 
0004 POP 27-FEB-2015 TO 26-FEB-2016

INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE TERMS are stated in terms of supplies/services 
being delivered and inspected/accepted at a certain destination.

b. Failure to Follow the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR)

The Federal Acquisition regulations (FAR), described in Appellant’s brief, are well

established and sound contract laws.

Rage 3 of 26



As a general matter, "agencies are bound to follow their own regulations.

“Wilson V Comm 'r of Soc. Sec., 378 F. 3d 541, 545 (6th Cir.2994).

-The Contract was not Physically Completed. FAR 4.804-4 states a contract 

is physically complete when the contractor has completed the required deliveries, 

the Government has inspected and accepted the supplies, the options have expired, 

or the contract is terminated. The Government didn’t inspect any deliveries. The 

contractor was discharged 7 weeks before the delivery date with 4 incomplete 

projects. There are no laws that define “substantial completion", “effective" 

completion, or that give the government the authority to order a contractor to “stop 

work immediately" without a stop work order.

c._Natick Labs Failure to Issue a Cure Notice. If a Contractor is not 

performing at a level that met the government's standards, as alleged by the

government, they should have provided a “cure notice". A “cure notice" is issued by 

the government to inform the contractor of a condition that is endangering 

performance of the contract. The notice specifies a period (typically 10 days) for 

the contractor to remedy the condition. If the condition is not corrected within this

cure

period, the cure notice states that the contractor may face termination of its 

contract for default. A proper cure notice must inform the contractor in writing: a. 

That the government intends to terminate the contract for default; b. Of the 

for the termination) and, c. That the contractor has a right to cure the specified 

deficiencies within the cure period (10 days). FAR 49.607(a). To support a default 

decision, the cure notice must clearly identify the nature and extent of the

reasons

%age 4 of.26
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performance failure. FAR 49.402-3(d) required a cure notice to the contractor before

a termination. The Swanson Group, Inc., ASBCA No. 44664, 98-2 BCA H 29,896 at 

The Court claims that a cure notice was not needed but also states that 

problematic behavior” ended her contract. There were 7 weeks before the

147,993.

deliverable date for the Contractor to cure any alleged deficiency. To the extent 

the government is asserting that their decision not to exercise the option years was
not done in bad faith, and instead was based on “appellant’s behavior,” the evidence 

shows that the “behavior” in question was Kurkjian’s resistance to, and refusal to

comply with directives issued by employee supervisors that she be believed 

put military personnel in danger and the hostile work environment that allowed the 

bullying of the techmcal writers in the Document Preparation Division of the Food 

Engineering Services Department (FEST) in Combat Feeding Directorate (CFD). 

(Discussed in Question 3)

would

d.Agency’s Failure to Follow Procedure for a Termination of ConvAnipn^ 

Additionally, the government was required to provide Appellant with a letter

stating that her contract was going to end. It either had to be a termination for 

convenience or it had to be a termination for default. Neither policy was followed 

during the decision-making process to discharge the contactor without notice. 

Supervisor Carter testified about the decision making (Tr 201)*

6 I think we talked about different scenarios,
7 one was not to terminate, let her finish out the
8 contract. I think we also discussed letting her do it
9 from home. And I think that the lawyers came up with
10 just paying the contract and just saying the contract
11 was completed

Rjigfr 5 of 26



i. Scenario l: Letting her finish out the contract would he in accordance 

with FAR 49.101(c) The FAR regulations require that “When the price of the 

undelivered balance of the contract is less than $5,000, the contract should 

normally be terminated for convenience but should be permitted to 

completion.” Despite the outstanding balance of Appellant’s contract being less 

than the $5,000 threshold outlined above, the government

(c) still terminated Appellant’s contract and refused to 

. completion.

not

run to

contrary to FAR 49.101

allow the contract to run to

Scenario 2. Letting her work at home would be consistent with her 

classification as a contractor.

m. Scenario 3: "Just paying the contract and just saying the Contract 
completed is not supported by any regulations.

The legal definition of "bad faith" is: "intentional dishonest act by not fulfilling 
iegal or contractual obligations, misleading another, entering into an agreement 
wtihou the intention or means to fulfill it, or violating basic standards of honesty 
mdeahng with others." Courts have found bad faith when confronted by 
of government conduct that was “designedly oppressive,” Struck Const. Co v 
United States, 96 Ct. Cl. 186, 222 (1942), or that “initiated a conspiracy” to “get 
nd of a contractor, Knotts v. United States, 121F Supp. 630, 636 (Ct Cl 1954) 
See also C. Sanchez & Son, Inc., 6 F. 3d at 1542; North Star, 76 Fed. Cl. at 291 In 
Information Systems & Networks, Corp. v. United States, the court 
acknowledged that because the duty to act in good faith is an implied term in 
every contract, "a party may breach a contract by acting in bad faith "However 
the court reverted to the traditional formulation of the duty of good faith by ’
a w&ing that parties must abide by covenants requiring them "not to interfere 
with the other party’s performance and not to act so as to destroy the reasonable 
expectations of the other party regarding the fruits of the contract. ”

d. The agency s interpretation of its enabling statute, whether an initial 
construction or a change must "be within the scope of its lawful authority. ”
Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. at2706 In other words, the arbitrary and capricious 
standard is effectively incorporated as a part of a court’s review under Chevron Step

Page 6 of-36
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Two. See, e. g„ Ala. Educ. Assn v. Chao, 4555F.3d386, 396-97 (RC. Cir. (2006) 
(reversing an agency statutory interpretation under Step Two, because the agency
AFCrmUPny 1f t5“*** suPPortingits change in position") see also 
AFL CIO v. Brock, 835F. 2d912, 919-20 (D.C. Cir. 1987)

The only reasoned analysis not to adhere to the well-established contract law, 

described above, was to remove the Contractor from the facility as soon as possible 

after the incident on Jan 8, 2013, when Ms. Kurkjian: along with Ms. Aucoin,

witnessed the remote access of her computer and the subsequent discovery of her 

compromised office.

The Supreme Court has warned that an agency’s interpretation of an 
ambiguous regulation will not be upheld if it results in “unfair surprise’’ to
%Sni9)eThaQleS' Chl™topheir v- SmithKline Beecham Corp., 567 U. S.142, 156 
{J12, The Supreme Court also made clear in Christopher v Smith Klin* 
Beecham Corp., 567U.S. 142(2012), no Auer deference will be afforded to an 

agency interpretation ofa disputed regulation if the statute, published 
regu ations, and the agency’s prior enforcement regime gave no notice to 
^£TeS °ftbe mterpretation Proposed by the agency during the course

On Jan 9, 2013, Contractor Kurkjian was instructed to stop work immediately, 

turn in her computer, and leave the base. $3182 remained on the contract

(calculates to 91% completion when the decision made). At what percentage 

would the Court have concluded that the contract was no longer “effectively

was

completed” but a “wrongful termination” if the amount owed to the 

9%; instead of 5%.
contractor was

The participants at the meeting did not know what percentage of 

hours were paid. The Contracting Officer could not testify that he 

participated in the 9:00am meeting by telephone (discussed infra). At the LOOpm 

meeting, the Contractor’s request to be “officially terminated” to be provided with

even

documentation of the date and means of her departure was denied. The Natick Labs

Page 7 o £26
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denied subsequent requests to be provided with 

fear in regard to the government’s threat: ‘
reassurance that she had nothing to

“You don’t want to do that. Things could 

get messy. Think about your family. The Contractor was denied representation.

The Contractor was instructed to submit a final voucher for the
remainder of the

contract. The contractor submitted a voucher for the hours she worked up to the
Jan 9, 2013. Natick Labs insisted on submission of a final voucher for hours that 

she did not work (which is against federal and state laws). The contract was

modified and then closed without a final voucher and without the contractor’s

completion statement. The Agency refused to provide any of the documentation

she requested (discussed in Question 4).

e) The Court did not provide
was not required to frive Fair Not-W --------- ------ -

ndamentalfrinciPJe ™ our legal system is that laws which regulate 

p rsonsor entities must give fair notice of conduct that is forbidden or

adequate explanation as to why Natick Labsan

A government regulation “ which either forbids or requires the doing of an act

punishment fails to comply with due process if the statute or regulation 
which it is obtained fails to provide" such notice.

The Contractor

of
see

under

. . denied fair notice and due process. CO Streeter testified
Question4) “° mVeStlgatlon which is “ violation of FAR 1.602-2. (Discussed in

Question 2- Whether a Court can hase its Decision 

1 Fecks. Fox Television Stations, 567 U.S. 239,253, (2012).

was

on “facts” that are not supported

n



written documentation and in conflict with the testimony of the

evidence”id 706(2)(E). substantial evidence review requires consideration of the 
whole record upon which an agency’s factual Endings are based including

SLT,TZnd?J? f™:? ■«*»»
rnr,fj°y takm/mto account contradictory evidence or evidence from which 
onflictinginferences could be drawn. ”Id. i see also id. At 478. Under the whole 

recoid review standard, "evidence that is substantial viewed in isolation mav 
become insubstantial when contradictory evidence is taken into account ”Landry v 
Fed Deposit Ins. Corp., 204 F. 3d 1125, 1140 (D.C). Cir. 2000). This means that an 

agency cannot ignore evidence that undercuts its.judgement or discount evidence 
without adequate explanation. See Morally DEA, 412 F. 3d 165 179-180 (D C Cir 
(2005), see also, e.g Bellagio, LLC v. NLRB, 863 F. 3d 839, 850-52 (D C Cir 2017} 

adeutl£SiaeenCyudeC1S1°n Wh°re the ^ency ignored or otherwise did not
1252 iffoZteTSrry20ri6MdeVidenCe):MiUer " Dap’t of Justice, 842 F. 3d 
rorft’Jdlt w C)(reversmg agency decision that failed to consider
Cir 2003)(LTd naadBUSLine8’ Ac' v NLRB- 347 F. 3d 955, 963 (D.C
Ur. 2003) (holding that the Board's "clipped view of the record"

supported by “substantial

1) The Court wrote: “according to Evangelos, the options

because of fiscal uncertainties, quality of her work, and ability to get along with 

CFD members”

were not exercised

i. Fiscal uncertainties were discounted by the Board, 
a. Quality of her work was discounted by the Contracting Officer.

Q So the other alleged justification for the non-renewal - the non-exercising of
the option, is the quality of her work, right, there’s nothing wrong with her 
work, was there?
A No, there wasn't, in my eyes. I saw no evidence of that, 

iii. Ability to get along with CFD members 

Q Is that considered - when you did y
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10 appeals, did you consider that to be one of the failures
11 of her ability - or challenges with her ability to get
12 along with CFD team members?
13 A No, not that.

2) The Court wrote that it was her “increasingly and problematic behavior” 
her concerns about Salmonella and Aflatoxin and Salmonella that resulted in the 
adverse employment action.

The Contracting Officer testified:
17 I reviewed the file
18 and I saw no - nothing derogatory in there. I saw no
19 cure notices, nothing that would document poor behavior.
20 Q You said document poor behavior, do you mean.
21 non-performance or -
22 A Non-performance or other things like that.
15 Q Now, it’s clear that the contract was
16 performed in a satisfactory manner, right?
17 A Yes.
22 Q And there's nothing in her record indicating
23 any poor work performance, right?
24 A That's correct.

not

18 Q You had said, also, that at some juncture,
19 you looked into her file. There was no written
20 documentation that demonstrated poor behavior on her
21 parts, right?
22 A That was on January 9th I looked at the file,
23 prior to the meeting.
24 Q Whenever the date was, it's clear, as of
25 January 9th, there was no written documentation 
1 regarding poor behavior on her part. Isn't that true?

2 A Yes.

3) The Court reports, “In attendance at the meeting were Contracting Offi 
Streeter, by phone . ..

cer
“Contracting Officer testimony:

13 Q Were you physically present?
14 A No, I'm not sure that I was even present by
15 telephone.
16 Q I'm trying to understand. You’re
17 representing you're the representative, as the

t<*



18 contracting officers, that occurs perhaps just day.
19 A It may have been.
20 Q Never met her, right?
21 A Yes, that's true.
22 Q Never spoke with her.
23 A Right
24 Q Had no idea what her background was.
25 A Correct.

3 Q The incident that was also a part of the
4 discussions at the 94)0 meeting was the events that had
5 transpired the evening before, on January 8th
6 with Kathy Evangelos?
7 A I see that in the report, but I'm not sure
8 that I even participated in that meeting by telephone.
13 Q Can you testify here today, under oath, that
14 -- we know you weren't there physically, correct?
15 A Correct.
22 Q Having in mind ~ I listened to your words,
23 Having in mind the importance of making a decision and
24 having a representative there as the contracting
25 officers, can you tell this Court here today, under oath,
I that you have a specific memory of participating in that
3 A No, I can’t.

4) The judge then led the witness so that he could report that the Contracting 

Officer was at the 9 am decision-making meeting.

4 JUDGE PROUTY: While we're talking about
5 that, just to be clear, your testimony is not that you
6 weren't at the meeting; you just don't know
7 the other.
8 WITNESSES: I don't recall if I sat in on the
9 telephone conversation.
10 JUDGE PROUTY: \ understand. Do you have
II reason to believe you did not9 
12 WITNESSES: I don't.

Q Sir, just a moment. If you, in fact, were
4 present and participated in the conversation at 9:00,
5 why would you need to renew the conversation and talk
6 about it again at 14)0 - just before D00?
7 A As I said, that’s why I'm not positive I

, correct,

one way or

any

was

do



11 ends with substantial completion in a satisfactory
12 manners But before we talked to the appellant,Ywanted

H1”^. ”h,t tl“y “ »”

•ss'cra ?sr<ss^7 n-*"third parties to the contract ■ is not’correct.' “ °f whom she refers t0

Carter and Evangels were identified

as

as third parties' to the Contract because their 

unlawful interference resulted in the termination of the Contract
or’s contract and

the destruction of her reputation in both her professional

Bates was not a third party to the contract. She was Kurkjian’s Contracting Officer 

Representative. COR Bates testified that she had

and personal stature.

no Official documentation of
anything she testified to. She also testified:

Q There’s no documentation, no written
20 A°Ri^htnfcati°n °f any aileged misconduct> right?

21 Q No cure notice, right?
22 A Right.

The Board discounted hundreds of pages of documented 

portrayal of Ms. Kurkjian as a conscientious professional,

Contracting officer to instead rely on a memo written by the Assistant to the Direct 

of Combat Feeding, “hearsay”, and his interpretative conclusion that 

was not terminated.

evidence, the testimony and 

and the testimony of the

the contract
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5) The Court also discounted Mrs, Kurkjian’s exemplary 28-year work history.

She was highly praised for professional expertise and performance with the US 

Army.

i) Special Act or Service Awards: April '86, March 87 stated "Expertise in 
the area of document preparation, willingness and synergetic spirit were 
major contributing factors m meeting the commitment of this Center to 
provide the Procurement Center with updated TDPs for MRE."

i. Sustained Superior Performance A ward for "outstanding and highly successful
thfperiod 1 February 1986 through 31 January 1987." 

andledpriority work... m a very eMcient and timely manner... Outstanding
performance was demonstrated by her attention to detail and evaluation of 
technical requirements."

u. Rating by Supervisor Nancy Kelley, Chief, PESS, PDEB, FTD

"Ms.Kurkjian managed her projects for the preparation and maintenance of 
Ttichmcal data Packages (TDPs) such that all work was scheduled in accordance 
with procedures . . She supported full and open competition by assuring that 
none of her TDPs contained unjustified restriction to competition She
prepared concise, well written, replies to all comments on a timely basis, without 
T '' ' ^he *°tt°wed up by including the appropriate comments in all approved 
documents . She handled the action very thoroughly and with attention to 
detail, so that no incorrect actions were taken, all conflicting comments were 
successfully resolved, and then consolidated comments were forwarded to the 
initiating activity within the required time schedule.. . The majority of these 
responses required Die preparation of engineering changes. which were well 
researched by Ms. Kurkjian. Without fail, all of her responses were Performance 
echnically accurate... Ms. Kurkjian meticulously updated document files, card 

records, and the A&A index as she completed her projects, without fail, and with 
no errors.. Ms. Kurkjian continues to perform her work in a dedicated, 
professional highly organized manner.

DeAngrfis ValVan° Wr°te “ & letter °n December 13> 2007. notarized by Valerie J

"She is very professional and well-liked by the Team and others. Herworkis 
excellent, well thought out, and she is meticulously in detail. The tasks assigned 
are always completed ahead of schedule to meet established deadlines. I have 
heard of any complaints or seen any unprofessional behavior or conduct ”

, FED; Dec 91:

not
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she would be interested.* was the first person I called to ask if

SupportPro8m„-p„t.dNov.mllr8“2J10“5.P™Para*i»” »»<1 Technical

procedure that Is unigue to the GovlJZZ ’’' ^'SUpportplocesses ™d

Discounted evidence from co-worker that the problem was not Ms. Kurkjian:

Patty(MRE)£3 ^ Pai",ter t0 Kurkjian: Subject: RE: USDA input for Beef 
Wage Laws! C°°r{Wl°n als° demonstrates violations of Work and

July 6, 2012 (8:51AM): Painter to Kurkjian ABCs aU posted S

brought Jnfmtith Whaty°U ^ beCaUSe JlUlS stiI1Mary C's Mend. Mary C 
brought Jill into the government in 2005, plus she is your COR."

ttjJ6’ 201e (3:5?PM); KurkJian W Painter; Subject: Checking in! "Hi Betsy just 
checking m to make sure you are alright. The clock is ticking.^ "J

° £“ p“““ —- -—-
* ™!frw2?12: ™ St°P that kiad thinking immediately! Cathy, lean assure

•' 1400 5 Jul 12

can.”
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* eZlllee0soJ,l™oZkTp’rSin f ^ VaJuahh

Think of that first She will hf d * ^ T°rk and Wmts to get jt right!

Think positive, 1 **" '* ^ y0U

November 12, 2012 Mary Caniff Resigned: 
singing m heaven. : Co-worker wrote! Ray and Mary were

A 62W3 ?SerT wS a“rkIla^ Charge without notice:

thiS C°-WOrker ^ Yam ^
And even though they fought fo/me thev m01jf° ^ could dsht for you too.
from me and given to,someoneelTeThei ^ WMt taken ™ay
job I was never hired Zdo allthe wit W"? consequence has been working a
my former work. The constant abuse nfZ* chmg s°mfone else taking credit for 
(sometimes) more subtleZbuseofoth/ r ™J°rIbully has heen ^ced by the 
private battJes" while sWjZLiZtf GghtinS all of my own
are still around you know ^ **" Cu]prits’ some

V- In November 2012, Melvin Carter

became the Supervisor of the Food Engineering services Team in the Combat

Feeding Directorate. He was not versed in Contract law nor FEST procedures and 

apparently, did not know that he was prohibited from directing, supervising, 

(Addendum H) In less than 2 months, the employeegovernment contractors.

Rage 15 of-26
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Supervisor’s unlawful interference de

reputation, in both her professional and personal 

unsubstantiated allegations 

about her mental state, “This 

said, He denies that he told th 

and ask less questions” because she was

stroyed Rurkjian’s livelihood, and her

stature. He made undocumented, 
about her work performance and libelous publications

not officially brought to me just rumored.” Hewas

e Contractor that she needed to “care lees, think less,

making people look bad, to do as she was

her contract would be in jeopardy, 

self and she was terminated.

told, and to Stop “dr-awing attention to herself or

She continued to draw attention to her

suffered a reprisal fo/dLclosffiVinformat-800^1118 eV,idenCe that the Contractor 

eonditrons that she believed poid a ^

The basic elements of retaliation include

(a) enSedr'aaCndi^by ** (b) adverse action by *e
(b) Unked SS SP 3 CaUr COnnectiQn the two.
1 ) united States Supreme Court decision McDoneli Dowlas Com „
Sma'S-'offfi0”:3° Thefta ciabii,

!?'““r “teral m »“* pw«i»
employer 8 8 d * protected activity, known to the

Employee Supervisor Carter testified

(2) He or she sufferedcausal connection^ empl°yment action; and (3) there
P:°,teCted activit>'a»d Ae adverse

b)

was me tesult of retaliatory animus or motive 43

an
was a



(C) A substantial and specif,c danger to public health
or safely.

'gory I
contamination, b) does not

SSSSJCT' p°““ *■ »*«*J-"

1) I§sues_Posing_substaivtiaLanisj2e£ificdan
ger to the Military fond supply

MolceriSSS(0
Xiak of Being

Supervisor Canniff refused to i 

response to the essential USDA

increase sample sizes for Salmonella testing in

comments below.

J- shake: Increase sample size from 5 to 60.
Justification: The AMS laboratory is 

this product since
not comfortable with the sampling plan for

it does not follow the PDA guidelines. The essential 

includes an FDA compliant sampling plan that
comment

be performed by thecan
Government laboratory.”

EGR BJk3Lgreakfast Skillet: Increase sample size from 5 to lo. 

Ensures the statistical probability that the lot is safe for humanJustification.'
consumption.
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The Natick Microbiologist concurred with the USDA 

Supervisor Caniff deferred to Defense Logistics Center (DLA) 

sample size of 5; not 60 for Dairy shakes and 6,

essential comment but

and retained the

not 15 for Breakfast Skillet

in. Bacterial Analytical Methods (BAM) state

■^ihogjessifju^in'esentat.ive aamplp js notSalmQjMlajyM^ury results will ho

tested'

The adequacy and condition of the sample
Z telTZmporta*ce- ■ ■ • not representative of the sampled
e ’s n iat
ZZZofuZZZZ118 °r 1DSf,re SparSely distributed within thefood The 

^cfe7utZTslZ/r1fhftled> 7dherence to sapling plan. Most foodsare

-Sttszssszzssszs: izsz*

or specimen received for examination

This would mean that Salmonella contaminated product would

of the food supply if sample sizes are not sufficient to detect the t

BAM specifies sample sizes for 3 categories of food.

Category l: 60 
Category 2- 30 
Category 3: 15.

A sample size of 5 is

not be screened out

ainted product.

not compliant with any of the specified categories which 

renders the test results meaningless! increasing the risk of Military personnel being 

sickened by Salmonella contaminated food

b) ~he C°ntractor,s resistance to follow instructions from Employee S,m.n„»n,. 

—■ter t0 delete all Certificateof Analysis (COA) for Aflatnvm anrf Salmonella

Page 18 of 36
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i) The iinstructions conflicted with USDA inspection criteria that was 

previously agreed upon by all stakeholders since 2006. 

i0 The instructions were wrong. PCR-N-003A was approved 7 months 

later with Aflatoxin testing that was not in accordance with the instructions 

employee Supervisor Carter ordered the contractor to include in the document.

iii) feto^concernaare further validated hv the et„Ay by

Ike VS Army Comhat n«pahiliti»« rwmiQPment Cnmipand Soldier 

A study for the Survival of SalmonellaTechnical Report Natick/TR-90/m f

Enterica in Urn M.i,t«« Military Ra,i„„ Prod„cl,,,  ̂the rf

artiCcat, of anal,™ to mitieat. th, risJ„ of Salmonella contamination, A study •

excerpt follows:

iv)the hiphe t N°n,typhoi<lal SatooneJIa is a fbodborne pathogen which has one of 

tvohZefc fmed?orc68Pers°™el there was an average rate of 12.4Non-

™Z°ZZZ2tZL‘L’%22? ***
for research in S. - orces suggests an increased need 
,,, . . e”tenCa livability in food. Also, the high incidence offoodborne
oZf) ZTh a trge nUmher °foUtbreaks ln commercial low moisture foods 
(LMF) such as peanut butter prompted Army researchers to investigate S enterica

TSo majority ofLMF are oat cooked priorto

v) These results of the study demonstrated “the need for additional 
research onways to controls, enterica in LMF to enhance soldier protection against

3 IiU£^//apps^dt|c.mil/sti/citations/adiinnR^
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products, and microbiological testing of finished product reduce risk."

vii) Only

product Salmonella testing.

A vendor, Trans packers, stated the importance of verifying the 

incoming product to ensure that contaminated product i 

resulting in recalls of entire meal bags. The Dairy shake recall 

thousands of recalled product and years of subsequent litigation. 3

The importance of ensuring Salmonella free ingredients is also 

the Salmonella poisoning (700 cases with 9 deaths) from the Peanut Corporation of 

America that resulted in the sentencing of former corporate CEO Stewart Parnell 

and other plant executives for shipping Salmonella tainted product that 

tested to verify that the peanuts were Salmonella free. 4

Omitted case law: The action was an invalid exercise of its decision-makine

The Court failed to consider the fact that government documents ci

vi)

Of the documents include compliant sample sizes for finishedone

viii)

is not packaged into rations

in 2009 resulted in

ix)
seen in

was not

citing non-

3 hU£i^ww^ajiTioneljajamuit^m/|i^9-2009-mre-dairv-shalfP<:-may-r-^»tn

4 Mips^,vw^„r^org/sections/thesalt/2n15/09/21/442^1^?/ 
for-deadlv-salmnnplia

in-salmonella/

g.egnut-exec-gets-28-ypars-in.nrk^n- .
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compliant sample sizes for Aflatoxin and Salmonella poses a substantial and 

specific danger to the Military food supply. All of the above renders the Board’s 

conclusion that Kurkjian’s concerns were just an “annoyance” and that she was not 

holding out “for the best interests of the Troops, as an erroneous finding of fact.

On July 18, 2012, the Contractor was informed from USDA that Nuts 

becoming increasingly contaminated with the pathogens. She pulled back the 

document from approval. Kurkjian would not forward her documents until the 

issues were resolved. The information was never provided. Returning QA 

Specialist Mr. Moody stated: “There are some complicated issues here, 

are delicate with regard to turf with political volatility. The reason why Contractor 

Kurkjian thought it best for a full-time government employee to take on that 

responsibility. On Dec 28, 2012: Kurkjian wrote: I will put aside the document until

lam provided with the information that I need to complete it. The requirements 

were never provided.

were

some that

2. Violations of the American Disabilities Act.. Title 1/ Retaliation and 

Interference (Addendum). The Contractor disclosed information about the hostile 

work environment and violations of the American with Disabilities Act that she, 

and others believe contributed to the death of Mr. Raymond Valvano, a dedicated 

and long tenured government employee. The government employee was a

handicapped person within the meaning of M.G.L.C.151B because of a condition that 

substantially limited his major life activity. Mr. Valvano utilized a handicap 

parking space and was granted a Work at Home (WAH) schedule to enable him to
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fill his oxygen tank and attend Physical Therapy (PT) appointments.

September 22, 2009 is evidence of Supervisor Caniffs awareness of Mr. Valvano's 

need to refill his oxygen tank.

E-mail

SXJ2i2,°°9(10:fuT ValVam REFinal approval for Southwest Beef

3pm. I was going to work from home the last 15 hours.

Sometime in 2010/2011, Mr. Valvano denied the previously granted

accommodation. Kurkjian and other Co-workers encouraged him to

was

exercise his
rights under the law. Mr. Valvano died on July 12, 2011. Kurkjian believes that 

the denial of these rights contributed to his death. It is also unlawful to retaliate

against an individual who discloses the treatment as Kurkjian did. 

draw attention to herself about the violations of law.
She continued to

ilPrima Facia for Retaliation

The Court stated:
Mrs. Kurkpan’s brie.f never quite crystallizes the argument implicit in this 

appeal, which is that she can prove bad faith or arbitrary and capricious action 
by demonstrating that the agency retaliated against her for her compliance with 
proper procedures regardmg Salmonella andAflatoxin testing. While we agree 
hat such a motivation would be improper and call into question the 

governments decision-making, that is not what happened here.

Omitted case law-an agency cannot ignore evidence that undercuts its judgement
See Morall v. DBA, 412 F. 3d

TheLQourt didnolprovide an adequate explanation whv the fnllowine- rm.rW(,„i
»n:nion.,.«,irinotsufnc„;ni^,,v,:,h|,shn1„.,m:i n„ ia ji;,-„r ^
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Disclosures: 
Bates’s testimony:
5. 0----Did Ms. Kurkiian ever telle to you and
_Q you her concerns based upon conversations she bad
g_with people at the Department of Agriculture about th*
o.shakes being recalled and theirA . . ------------ concerns and need fnr
4_additional testing because of concerns about salmn^iia
5 poisoning " “ -------- -—
6 She talked to you about that, didn't she1? 

A She talked to everyone about that.7

Q----The reason she told vmi that, shp
Stgoncerned about the other issues is hpeause they 
IQ contained undisclosed information regarding salmon. ..
11 and aflatoxin. right?

------ ^—Yes, from her perspective.

December 28, 2012 (9:35am): Kurkiian to Winter halter (HR

—an* t0A thTa*k VOU 80 much to me yesterday. Now, of non™ T
afraid of the consequences that I could suffer as a result

12

am

January 3, 2012: After COR Bates and Supervisor Carter attempted to force 

Contractor Kurkjian to change the date

offered 2 other options that 

Commander of the base.

on a 2011 document to 2013 (Kurkjian 

rejected) the Contractor drafted a letter to thewere

I was j^7T^J^iaiL2PIn): E~mail ^Human RcSour^: This is the letter that

January 5, 2013 (4:Q6 PM): Human ResoumP.s tn

Do not send this letter. It will only set vnu in trouble

Knowledge of disclosures:
Carter testified:
And before that, she had gone over ■-1 don’t 
know if she tried to tell •- if she went to the nffW
1.of the director over at Natick, and T think a lot of
2 this stuff got back to Gerrv. I think she went to HR
3 and talked so someone and pretty much anything that
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4 would happen at Natick is going to get back to Gerrv.
5 So there was this " it was happening in the
6, building; it was starting to go out of the building
7_it was just escalating. It iust didn’t seem like there
8 was a way that this was going to calm down.

so

Adverse Employment Action: - January 9 2D13 

work immediately, turn in her computer, and leave the base. Id

The Contractor was ordered to stop

The temporal proximity between the disclosures and the stop work order further 

supports the Contractor’s claim of retaliation.

Natick Labs denied her request for a termination notice. a turn in receipt for the 

government furnished equipment (GFE) which included the computer that was 

seized and confiscated. Natick Labe attempted to coerce her into submitting a final 

voucher for hours that she did not work which is in violation of federal and state

laws) so that the base year could be completed, the contract could be closed, and the 

government could be free from liability for the wrongful termination.

Natick Labs refused to provide her with reassurance that she had nothing to fear in 

regard to the threat” “You don’t want to do that. Things could get messy. Think 

about your family.” when she asked for a termination notice.

Requests for the turn in receipt for her government furnished computer was denied. 

Request for the chain of custody for her common access card was denied 

Request for the bag that Evangelos took from her was denied 

Return of her Personally identifiable Information was denied 

Request for the Minutes of the Meeting was denied.
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Kurkjian v Sec of the Army will produce Unintended Conseauences.

The appeals court neglected the legal and statutory obligations to review the case

in terms of the signed contract and the written documentation containedin the 

contract file; not an employer/employee relationship based on undocumented, 

unsubstantiated “hearsay”. The decision was not only decided wrongly but will 

wrought to the Military and the future of civilian government contractors at least

two deleterious, unintended consequences, either, of which augurs for corrective 

overruling

1) Increases the risk of Military personnel being sickened bv 

contaminated food. Kurkjian v. Secretary of the Army condones the refusal of 

Natick Labs to adhere to USDA FDA BAM regulations to ensure the statistical 

probability that the food is safe for human consumption. Documents sent to the 

procurement center continue to cite non-compliant sample sizes for Salmonella

testing which increases the risk of food poisoning and even the death of Military 

personnel.

2) Renders the terms of a signed contract and the referenced laws 

meaningless. Kurkjian v Secretaiy of the Army will establish case precedent that 

will allow government Supervisors to unlawfully interfere and make decisions 

about government contracts without having the appropriate qualifications and in 

defiance of well-established contract law. The Court’s rationalization that the
V !.v '



Kurkiian v Sec.pf the Army will prodimo Unintended On 

The appeals court neglected the legal and statutory obligations to 

m terms of the signed contract and the written doc 

contract file;

review the case 

umentation containedin the 

not an employer/employee relationship based on undocumented, 

unsubstantiated “hearsay”. The decision was

wrought to the Militaiy and the future of civilian g 

two deleterious,

.overruling

not only decided wrongly but will

ovemment contractors at least 

unintended consequences, either, of which augurs for corrective

1) Increases the risk of Military personnel being k

fieataminatedfood. Kurkjian v. Secretly of the Anny condones the refusal of 

Natick Labs to adhere to USDA FDA BAM regulations to 

probability that the food is
ensure the statistical

safe for human consumption. Documents sent to the 

procurement center continue to cite non-compliant sample sizes for Salmonella

testing which increases the risk of food poisoning and even the death of Military

personnel.

2') —enders the terms of a signed contract and the referenced laws 

meaningless. Kurkjian v Secretary of the Army will establish case precedent that 

will allow government Supervisors to unlawfully interfere and make decisions •

about government contracts without having the appropriate qualifications and in 

defiance of well-established contract law. The Court’s rationalization that the
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Good Faith and FairDealiii^eral Cla‘mS N°' 02'796C (Filed: May 6,2008): Covenant of

towards the ^ Party Wi“ h g°°d faith
achng bad faitb „ Unk v ha* stated, a party may breach a contract by
l^rfS,a!eX’ 395 F'3d 1283> >304 (Fed Cir 20051 m’”7' ,SSZW«I.ar. <»S): see also Cemex C, 
contract... imposes an implied obligation ‘that „~,h ’A aspect of these duties, “[elvery

1966))\ see also H&SMfg bic ^United Zz * UnitedStates> 369F.2d 701 708(Ct Cl
9Z(Fed- Cir 2°®’Such tovelt Seach'oa^-m’'' ° (2°°5)’ ^’,92 Fed

party s performance and not to act so as to destmvThn™ ? mterfere with the other

b V«l(2007): Nor,h ^ar Alaska Hous Corn v \^0re}°nd CorP v- United States, 76 Fed. Cl 
short, the covenant may be breached if in ' ^'cd States, 76 Fed. Cl. 158, 187 (20071 In 
a fashion calculated to Wate or hmder " ^ the contract, a party Sj, ta
fed- Cl a.. 88; see also C™°ClPart"er’f^ “

orp.

because the duty Jact ^goZfaith fsZn’m 'iZZ the C0Wt acknowledged that

dLo^theZsonahle Tp^aZZof^th^'^°r~and™ZZsoas to 

The court then attempted to soften the tad faith staZ °fthe Contmcl "
alleges bad faith, in order to overcome *eZe S‘and.d “When a contractor
government], the proof must be almost irrefZZatkT- °ff°°dfaith [(m behalf of the 
parlance, “well-nigh irrefragable proof’ho* ha ,t lan^ated in,° more common 
evidence. " In the cases where the cZ fhaZ Z tZZ “ "clear and Convincing 
necessary "irrefragable proof’ hash„ considered allegations of badfaith, the
injure the plaintiff. Counts hL found blZZthtZnZt™fu™™ SpeCifw intent t0 

eonduct that was "designedly oppressive "Struck r "fr°nted by a course ofgovernment
22(1942),onto “initiated ^conspiracy ’ VcTvefrW of a Z****? ’%>CtCl I86’ 

States, 121 F. Supp. 630,636 (Ct Cl 19541 t fa contractor. Knotts v. United 
1542; North Star, 76 Fed. Cl a,291.x!Se“ n Smchez * Son’Inc ’6 F-3d at 
standard, though daunting, is not intended to ZTthe irrefragable proof 
government action from any review bv courts W ^netrabie, that is, it does not insulate

« WCl. 702. ,07 (2000»;muS&SSSff&l"*, Inc.
United States, nc. v.
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D Question 5. Whether this Court erred in its conclusion that bad f: 
entitle a contractor to the Lost Profits of the Optiofi years aith does notV...

The Court wrote: "The Board found that, even if th&ln^f:LhadJeTmrted the ^Thfd doL So
the lost promts in°StL Jiin *e entitled to would be

osz protits in the amount of $1,702 for the base year."

ssssr* *■ c°“
a. In Brian Bowles v. United States, 144 Fed. Cl 240120191 thP

,o d.^, in adcort.ce ^
f°treseeKable images if he had completed the contract, and for the likely

renewal contract because of a bad faith termination y

b. A termination tainted by bad faith or abuse of discretion opens the door to
S^ T ant,C'patory Proflts- Krygoski Consl
United States, 94 F. 3d 1537, 1541 (Fed. Cir. 1996).

c. These "

. Co. v.

expectation damages" are recoverable if they are (1) foreseen or 
reasonably foreseeable, (2) caused by the breach of the promisor, and (3) pro
lH8^?%rSoOn‘b0mnSm'f s b

ved
V. United States, 266 F. 3d

[a] COntractOT recover for Ae government's failure to exercise an option if 

SO irJTr^oS7 ^WaS ^ b3d faith-" Bannum’Inc- v- United States,
Fed Cl 420 416 (ci^8 Hi-Shear Teck C°rP v. United States, 53

d. Cl 420, 436(2002); Ho v. United States, 49 Fed. Cl. 96, 107(2001)). 3

thSr°duti^fL°f6C!alS ?j0y afeSTption of 8°°d faith in the performance of 

Dlaintiff miist rT ^ Inorferto sh°w that *e government acted in bad faith, a 
LureLnT de^°nstratethatthe government acted with a "specific intent to 

1234 ( ™B-0teCtiVe Agency’Inc- v■ United States, 281 F.Sd
1298 \302(Ct a'if76(° 2̂)'fCTh8^alVarCOrp' V' United States, 543 F.2d 

’ (Ct Cl l976>- Bad faith has been found when a contracting officer
representative acts with specific intent to injure or the contracting officer fails to



f. In Information Systems & Networks, Corp. v. United States the court
contralt *?mr^mbeChUSe T *** “ ^in g0od faith is an ^Plied tei™ in every 

i p tty may breach a contract by acting in bad faith 7A Hnwpuop *u

the other party regarding the fruits f th l° deStroy the reasonable expectations of

aasiaSSSSSSSa-
, at #7.
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1L Items to Be Funded 
25AD5F 2516 $38110.00
2 9011 Option year 1 $37000.00
3 9012 Option year 2 $37000.00
4 9013 Option year 3 $37000.00

G»dYoS't"«Vl0ta00 year"d “P ‘° 3 0,“b” yem for ”««•> l«-0«
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Kurkiian v Sec of the Army will produce Unintended 

The appeals court neglected the legal and statutory obligations to 

in terms of the signed contract and the written do 

contract file;

review the case

cumentation containedin the

not an employer/employee relationship based on undocumented, 

unsubstantiated “hearsay”. The decision
was not only decided wrongly but will

wrought to the Military and the future of civilian g
ovemment contractors at least

two deleterious, unintended consequences, either, of which 

overruling
augurs for corrective

1) Increases the risk of Military personnel being sickenwt hy

£22te2!iaatedfbod. Kurkjian v. Secretary of the Army condones the refusal of 

Natick Labs to adhere to USDA FDA BAM regulations to ensure the statistical
probability that the food is safe for human consumption. Documents 

procurement center continue to cite non-compliant sample sizes for Salmonella 

testing which increases the risk of food poisoning and even the death of Military

sent to the

personnel.

2) Renders the terms of a signed contract and the referenced laws 

meaningless, Kurkjian v Secretary of the Army will establish case precedent that 

will allow government Supervisors to unlawfully interfere and make decisions 

about government contracts without having the appropriate qualifications 

defiance of well-established contract law. The Court
and in

’s rationalization that the



contract was “effectively completed” has no legal merit in defendin 

of the Agency to adhere to the t

the Covenant of Good Faith and fair dealing 

right to Fair Notice and due process.

Conclusion: Whereof, this Decision should be vac 

the option years should be awarded to the Contr 

faith breach of the contract.

g the failure

of the contract, well establishederms contract law, 

S, Whistle blower laws, and the basic

ated and the lost profits of

actor for the government’s bad
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